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Welcome To Ind Swift Pcd Pharma Franchise (A division of 

Ind-swift)

 

VISION

5000 Crore group

MISSION

product

VALUES

product

Consistent profitable performance

Innovation of nature good partnership with customers

Responsibility towards environment safety and health

Commitment towards highest standards of ethics and integrity



Valuing the ability to excel , integrity ,knowledge, skills, 

diversity and teamwork of employers.

QUALITY POLICY:-

We at IND-SWIFT deliver customers satisfaction by providing 

quality products for health Of mankind

We ensure value of money by developing innovation 

therapies and process to produce safe , effective and 

consistent quality product

We endeavour of continual improvement in our management 

system to create an environment of mutual respect 

transparency and teamwork.

FACILITIES:-

A UNIQUE AND UNMATCHED ECCELLENCE IN 

PHARMACEUTICALS manufacturibg with highest reliance of 

product quality attributes is our corporate strength . IND-

SWIFT multipurpose multilocation manufacturing set-up are 

across spread across the lush –green plains northan INDIAN 

state VIZ HIMANCHAL PRADESH , HARYANA AND JAMMU 

&amp; KASHMIR. The location are environmental polluation 

free and together offer approx 12 lac. sq ft of newly 

manufacturing.



The facilities are built according to current guidelines of 

USFDA, MHRA , EU AND WHO accreditations with ISO 

14000 series standard.

A strong and ever vigilant quality assurance system forms the 

backbone of our continuing compliance to stringent 

regulatory guidelines, backed by latest equipment and 

instrumentation system. latest equipments and 

instrumentation system. we achieve constant compliance to 

product quality attributes with an enviable cost of efficiency . 

it is always our strong endeavour to continuously invest in 

newer products, process technologies and look out of new 

horizons in pharmaceuticals business to establish our well 

earned leadership.

EQUIPMENTS:-

All of the above facilities house the latest, automated 

equipments, operating with pre- programmed logic controllers 

and a high qualified and trained staff to produce products 

conforming to defined quality attributes.

Produce products conforming to defined quality attributes.

Some of example of these equipments are:-

Fully automactic and integrated lines of filling of Ampoules 

and vils.

Dehydrogenating and sterilizing tunnel.



Bottles (glass/pet)washining ,filling sealing machines

Heavy duty granulation blenders

High speed tablet compression machine

Tablet auto coaters.

Capsules filling inspepection and polishing machines

Blister packing machine (pvc and alu-alu)

Product processing under isolators (for oncologicals)

All the operations are complementary by a highly efficient 

classified air handling system with pressure gradients and an 

continuously operating water generation storage and 

distribution system to supply high purity water.

THE MANUFACUTRING FACILITIES ARE STRATEGICALLY 

GROUPED SO AS TO OFFER DEDICATED 

ENVIRONMENT FOR MANUFACTURING OF:-

General category formulation

Beta lactum

Steroids and hormones

Cephalosporins

Oncologicals



Soft gelatin capsules

Herbal and neutraceuticals

THESE FACILITIES TOGETHER PRODUCE A DIVERSE 

RANG OF DOSGAE FORMS LIKE:-

Oral Solutions and Suspensions

Dry Syrups (General ,beta lactum and cephalossporins)

Tablet with all different technologies

Hard gelatin capsules

Soft gelatin capsules

Liquid and dry powder inectable dermatological

Eye/ear drop

CAPACITY:-

IND-SWIFT LTD is proud to have an enviable manufacturing 

capacity to process above rang of Products.



The current annulalized capacity is:-

2300 million tablet

64million amplus

27 million vials

84 million capsules

18 million dermatological product

62 million oral liquid bottles.

MARKETING DIVISIONS

Ind swift proudly have following Marketing Divisions



Ethical Division: Main Focused on Gynecologist, Pediatrics , 

Gastroenterology &amp; GP segment having specialized field 

force of 150 spread across India

Q-Den: Promoted Division with focus on Dermatology 

segment having a strong field force , 75 spread across India

Healthcare Division: Spread across india with a strong field 

force of 75 having 250strong product range which includes 

antibiotics, Anti-inflammatory , Gastroenterology, 

corticosteroids , Neutraceutical , Dermatology , Cardiac , 

Diabetic, Respiratory, Anti- allergic etc...

Nova Division:Ethical Promoted division with focus on 

cardiology , Diabetics , Neurology &amp; GP segment having 

specialized field force of 150 spread across India

 

Distribution

 

Ind swift has strong Distribution base across India with 32 C 

&amp; F / CSA across India



2500 Distributor / Stockiest

4.5 lac Strong retailer base

Now owing to the demand of the market Ind swift proudly 

entering into Pharma Franchise based PCD Divisions with 

the introduction of IPDL 

IPDL a division is based on Pharma base Franchise system . 

We’ll spread across India &amp; will be giving opportunities 

to establish distributors, stockiest young pharma graduate 

who want to become &amp; the likes

In the initial phase IPDL entering the market with the strong 

range of 50 products (Registered Tarde Marks) In various 

therapeutic segments:

Pain Management

Anti –biotic

Anti – Ulcer ants

Other Gastro intestinal Products

Neutraceuticals

Anti-allergic

Respiratory

Neurology

Diabetic

Cardiac Segment



All these products are manufactured either in house or WHO 

approved facilities from our manufacturing partners which 

ensured highest standard of Quality (For which Ind Swift is 

known par ) &amp; state of art packaging.

A part from above mentioned IPDL will also have a strong 

Plus 100 products from our Ayuveda range &amp; OTC range 

to provide you an opportunity to enter into Ayuveda Segment 

which is the buzz word now a days

En cash this opportunity be a marketing partner &amp; 

associate yourself with Ind Swift through its marketing 

Franchise Division IPDL.


